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Key Findings 

 

• Historic modification of the channel to accommodate the Nidd 

Valley Railway ~200y ago has left an enormous legacy: a realigned 

and straightened, consistently proportioned channel, overly incised 

via dredging and exacerbated by flood embankments on top of rock 

bank armouring.  

• These characteristics have rendered the retention of finer substrate 

like gravel almost impossible. Resupply has been effectively cut off 

by dams, weirs and no possibility for lateral erosion. Hence, 

mainstem spawning habitat appeared in short supply. The 

tributaries take on an even greater importance in such situations 

and Darley Beck could be a crucial spawning beck. 

• Already protected by fencing of the lower reaches, work could 

progress on Darley Beck relatively quickly and cheaply to maximise 

trout productivity. 

• Despite its thin fringe of trees, there was sufficient material to work 

with to introduce and retain large woody material in-channel to 

diversify the physical habitat. More available niches and lies for 

invertebrates and fish should increase the holding capacity of the 

club waters. 

• Superficial examination of fly-life revealed many taxa indicative of 

‘good’ conditions and there were plenty of fish rising during the 

visit. However, the state of the outflow from Darley STW was 

concerning and pressure should be applied to have the site 

investigated more thoroughly. 
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1.0 Introduction & rationale 

This report is the output of a site visit to the Nidd waters of the 

Harrogate Fly Fishers (HFF; Map 1). The walkover was undertaken by 

Prof J Grey of the Wild Trout Trust, accompanied by several members 

of the committee. The rationale was to assess the water and suggest 

habitat improvements that could be undertaken, primarily to benefit 

the wild fish community but also the wider ecology of the system. 

Normal convention is applied with respect to bank identification, i.e. 

left bank (LB) or right bank (RB) whilst looking downstream. 

Upstream and downstream references are often abbreviated to u/s 

and d/s, respectively, for convenience. The Ordnance Survey National 

Grid Reference (NGR) system is used for identifying locations.  

Under the Water Framework Directive (WFD), the HFF waters fall 

within two waterbodies: the Nidd from Ashfoldside Beck to Birstwith, 

and the Darley Beck (see Table 1 overleaf). The extent to which the 

river has been artificially realigned, dredged and then constrained 

with the arisings is evident from aerial photography and maps 

(current Ordnance Survey and as far back as 1846): straighter 

sections to accommodate agriculture and a railway line, long 

sweeping bends, and heavily incised into the floodplain.  

Ignoring the recent (2019) change in Chemical Classification which 

caused all waterbodies to Fail, the Ecological Classification has been 

consistently Moderate ie not achieving Good status or potential as it 

should. Reasons for not achieving Good status are primarily point 

source pollution from sewage affecting plants, and barriers affecting 

fish on the mainstem Nidd, and various point and diffuse sources of 

phosphate on Darley Beck.  

An overview of the two waterbodies is given in Table 1, overleaf.  
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   Harrogate Fly Fishers  

River Nidd Upper 

Operational 
Catchment 

Swale Ure Nidd and Ouse Upper 

River Basin 
District 

Humber 

Waterbody 
Name 

Nidd from Ashfoldside Beck to 
Birstwith 

Darley Beck 

Waterbody 
ID 

GB104027068295 GB104027063810 

Current 
Ecological 
Quality 

Consistently Moderate potential 
(Heavily Modified Waterbody) from 
2013-2019 

Consistently Moderate from 2014-2019 

U/S NGR 
inspected 

SE 19962 61798 SE 19386 59785 

D/S NGR 
inspected 

SE 22202 59982 SE 20484 60094 

Length of 
river 
inspected  

~4200m ~600m 

 

Table 1. Overview of the waterbody. Information sourced from: 

https://environment.data.gov.uk/catchment-planning/WaterBody/GB104027068295 
 

 

 

 

https://environment.data.gov.uk/catchment-planning/WaterBody/GB104027068295
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Map 1. Red arrows denote limits of walkover on the mainstem Nidd. Note the extensive 

dredging and embankment work along the river, effectively locking the channel into position 

within the valley. Consultation of the Ordnance Survey map from 1846 suggests these works 

had already been undertaken, probably in association with the development of the railway. 

 

2.0 Catchment Overview 

The River Nidd rises on the moors of Great Whernside to the 

northeast of Kettlewell. The predominant geology in the upper 

catchment is millstone grit, which combined with peat produces a 

lower pH and characteristic humic brown tinge to the water. Low light 

penetration (especially when combined with a dense tree canopy 

along the HFF waters) and relatively low nutrient content of the water 

are likely to limit photosynthetic production. The upland areas are 

primarily bog / heath with increasing proportions of pasture on lower 

gradient, more fertile land along the river. 

Three reservoirs are online within the upper catchment: Angram, 

Scar House and Gouthwaite. At the time of reporting, Gouthwaite 

dam was being modified by Yorkshire Water to enable more rapid 

reduction in reservoir level ahead of predicted storms, thus increasing 

the flood storage capacity and reducing flood risk in towns like Pateley 

Bridge. 

More information can be found in the Nidd Catchment Management 

Plan, here. 

https://www.arcgis.com/apps/MapSeries/index.html?appid=4e32805a36aa4dea971e0993839ed302
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3.0 Habitat Assessment 

3.1 Nidd 

The waters were assessed from the RB and from the d/s limit at SE 

22202 59982 (Fig 1). Here, a relatively short reach ran virtually north 

to south and perpendicular across the valley floor from one side to 

the other to ‘slot’ the river under the (former) railway line (see Map 

1). The scale of the engineering and revetment was evident in the 

incision of the channel, dug deeply into the valley, and the size of the 

boulder revetment used to line the banks to prevent the channel from 

moving from the artificial course (Fig 1). Flow characteristics were 

consistent sluggish, deep glide because the gradient had been 

removed (routed perpendicular to the valley alignment). The bed was 

predominantly large boulder and cobble. 

Fig 1. The channel at SE 22202 59982 immediately d/s of the old railway line bridge and near 

to the d/s limit of HFF water.  

The head of the reach was relatively steep and hence fast flowing, 

shallow riffle because the channel had been perched to the northern 

side of the valley and then made to turn abruptly south to negotiate 

the railway bridge (Fig 2). The bend area had accrued substantial 

boulder, cobble and gravel over time to the extent of forming a stable 

island colonised by trees. Further woody material and finer debris had 

been deposited by spates, providing a wonderful, diverse matrix of 

trees, shrubs and understorey – great resource for invertebrates.  
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Fig 2. At SE 22110 60218, the channel was forced abruptly right / south (towards the viewer) 

from a perched position on the side of the valley, and hence the increased gradient created 

riffle flow around an island (centre of image).  

A larger, deeper channel ran around the outside of the bend (LB) 

behind the island and hence could not be viewed particularly well. 

The smaller, shallower channel to the RB contained an array of 

smaller substrates in amongst larger boulders and was clearly better 

protected from spate flow (Fig 3). Such diversity in flow and 

consequently sediment characteristics should be viewed positively. It 

was probably not ‘fishable’ water capable of holding many adult fish, 

but it was fantastic for fry and parr life-stages. Indeed, discrete 

pockets of gravel could possibly provide some spawning habitat which 

was typically lacking in the mainstem of the Nidd because of historic 

channel modifications.  

The 500m reach immediately u/s of the island exemplified some of 

the issues of historic channel modification (Fig 4). Straightening of a 

channel shortens the distance water travels, thereby increasing the 

conveyance rate over a steeper gradient and imparting greater power 

to erode. Disconnecting the channel from the floodplain by dredging 

and then raising the banks higher with the arisings constrains that 

power within the channel in a negative feedback loop; the constrained 

power of spate flow continues to erode the bed (and strip out the 

finer substrate) rather than the sides and hence deepens the incision 

and reduces connectivity to the floodplain further. With the banks 

heavily armoured with boulders, there is negligible lateral erosion and 
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Fig 3. The channel close to the RB (by-passing the island at SE 22110 60218) receives less of 

the flow (it is on the inside of the bend) and as a consequence is shallower and contains finer 

substrate, ideal for fry and parr and possibly even some spawning. 

 

Fig 4. A deeper, sluggish glide u/s of the island and bend (Figs 2&3) caused by impoundment 

and perching of the channel above its rightful position in the valley, currently occupied by 

the defunct railway line (to the LHS of image). It also exemplifies the ‘one-tree-deep’ nature 

of the tree cover; all these alders were of the same age and there was no evidence of self-

set regeneration.  
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hence no new ‘local’ supply of finer material. Bed substrate can only 

be transported / resupplied from u/s and therein lies a big problem 

on the Nidd because of the large reservoirs and numerous small weirs 

cutting off that supply chain. Hence, most of the mainstem Nidd is 

bereft of finer gravel except for that brought in from smaller 

tributaries.  

Uniformly shaped channels such as this do not promote 'sorting' of 

the bed substrate. So even if gravel is introduced from smaller 

tributaries, that which is retained within the channel is mixed in with 

larger and finer particles rather than in discrete pockets which could 

be used for spawning. 

The situation depicted in Fig 4 is slightly more complicated because 

the river had been routed in a straight line to the north side of the 

valley and hence slowly robbed of gradient, resulting in the 

impounded character. 

What was also evident from Fig 4 was the ‘one-tree-deep’ fringe of 

mature trees growing along the bank often from near the toe, a 

common malaise across the Dales’ rivers. Tree cover looks good along 

the Nidd from afar, but all the trees tend to be of the same age, 

probably from when the banks were, quite literally, set-in-stone 

>150y ago. Thus, while they currently provide multiple benefits 

(outlined below), there was scant evidence of self-set regeneration 

to bolster and ultimately replace the aging canopy. Livestock 

browsing is the most likely culprit.  

Trees are incredibly important for watercourses (summarised here: 

Trout Grow on Trees). Overhanging branches offer shade 

(increasingly important with climate change) and overhead cover, 

providing security to fish; trailing or submerged branches are even 

better. They also provide feeding and shelter for a host of terrestrial 

invertebrates that may drop into the water and provide extra food, as 

well as resting areas for many of the emergent aquatic invertebrates. 

Leaf litter in autumn is an extremely important food and shelter 

resource for aquatic invertebrates if it is retained within the channel. 

The Nidd was predominantly lined with alder on the lower reaches; 

this species provides particularly nutritious leaf litter favoured by 

macroinvertebrates because the trees harbour bacteria in root 

nodules which can fix atmospheric nitrogen, thereby increasing 

palatability. The root masses of alder (and willow spp.) often line the 

toe of the bank and extend into the channel, offering fantastic refugia 

from spate flow and predation. Deflected flow creates scour around 

and under roots creating lies for larger fish.  

https://blogs.tcv.org.uk/2021/05/06/i-dig-trees-guest-blog-did-you-know-trout-grow-on-trees/
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Despite the amount of tree cover along the banks, there was scant 

evidence of woody material retained within the channel; there was 

one crack willow creating a small patch of habitat diversity in the 

sluggish glide (Fig 5). Such structure should be retained and 

emulated further, especially in the more featureless reaches.  

Many trees along the channel were multi-stemmed, hinting at historic 

coppicing, and these provide opportunities for habitat improvements 

by laying (hinging) or felling (creating a tree-kicker) one trunk into 

the channel while retaining an anchor point to the bank or wedging 

between the remainder (see Recommendations). Site selection is key 

to ensure benefits such as flow and predation refugia or flow diversity 

are realised, and indeed that spate flow will not simply rip the 

structure out. The final resting position will be determined by the flow 

within the channel – there is no point in fighting against the river! 

Most end up almost perpendicular to the bank (like Fig 5) but the 

benefits are by no means diminished; cover and a closely associated 

feeding line as the flow is forced imperceptibly around the branches 

in the water, and something for the angler to aim at. 

Fig 5. Within the sluggish glide, there was a fantastic example of natural tree fall retained 

within the channel. A crack willow had ‘cracked’ and fallen, maintaining a living hinge, and 

had clearly been in situ for a number of years. Low and submerged branches provide welcome 

refuge from spate flow and predators. 

 

The long, sweeping, artificial bends in the channel introduced some 

diversity into the substrate and flow patterns, albeit not as substantial 
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or functional as tighter, dynamic, natural meanders might. Shallow 

riffles and pocket water between larger boulders, as well as 

deposition bars along the inside of the bend introduced important 

habitat for both aquatic and terrestrial invertebrates (the latter where 

the cobble bars were exposed), and the parr life-stage (Fig 6). 

 

Fig 6. A slight bend in the channel has led to the deposition of substrate over time and the 

formation of a longer riffle and point bar, small but significant changes to the sediment 

mosaic and depth profile offering different niches for fish and invertebrates. Note 

considerable erosion from trampling and grazing by sheep on the LB (RHS of image). 
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At SE 21206 59695, a small un-named beck entered the channel, 

heavily contaminated by sewage, and there was also considerable 

evidence of an ongoing pollution issue: discoloured water with grey 

foam; sanitary products in the vegetation; excess biofilm growth on 

the rocks; and fine grey sediment deposition in the Nidd (Fig 7). The 

site was identified in the Nidd Catchment Plan as an unacceptable 

point source of phosphorus, and given the low flow conditions during 

the visit, should not have been discharging – see Recommendations.  

 

Fig 7. At SE 21206 59695, a small beck entering from the RB was clearly contaminated with 

sewage from the adjacent wastewater treatment works, despite no recent rainfall. The bed 

of the confluence was smothered with fines, the low branches and trailing vegetation 

swathed with sanitary products, and the effluent stinking and foaming. The discharge point 

is a popular spot immediately d/s of a footbridge and clearly accessed by people and dogs. 

This should be reported by via the National Incident Reporting Service (0800 807060) using 

the NGR above. 
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U/s stream of the footbridge (SE 21206 59695), the scale of boulder 

revetment was again evident (Fig 8). With thin overlying soils, there 

was little root structure to hold the bank together, especially as 

grazing was evident, and the rock armour was slowly failing, 

introducing some large boulders and hence substrate diversity into 

the channel. 

Fig 8. At SE 21119 59714, the RB was open to livestock grazing and a browsing line was 

evident on the trees. Maintenance of a short sward of grass has done little to protect the 

shallow soils around the enormous boulders used as revetment and these have been 

collapsing into the channel. 
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The remainder of the water walked from the u/s limit back down to 

Darley was similar in character as to that seen on the lowest reaches 

because of the highly modified channel: deeper, sluggish glides 

sporadically broken up by some steeper, boulder-strewn riffle 

sections (eg Fig 9). Tree cover was slightly more diverse in both 

community and canopy age and there appeared to be more root 

structure in channel thereby providing good refugia for invertebrates 

and smaller fish.  

Cursory stone-turning revealed a reasonably diverse 

macroinvertebrate community with several taxa from each of the 

mayfly, stonefly and caddis families identified. There were also 

notable numbers of olives and stoneflies on the wing, and numerous 

trout rising.  
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Fig 9. Views towards the u/s limit of HFF waters where although still straightened and 

bunded, and hence of steeper gradient than would naturally occur, seams of more resistant 

bedrock created some diverse ‘pocket water’ in the faster riffles.  
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3.2 Darley Beck 

The lower ~500m of Darley Beck from its confluence with the Nidd 

was assessed, as well as a point check from the road bridge at Darley 

Mill. The confluence presented no issues for fish passage (Fig 10). In 

some cases, where a relatively small beck joins a larger mainstem 

channel, the disparity in flow velocity during spates causes any 

sediment carried by the tributary to drop near to the confluence, 

creating a mound of finer substrate that might become impassable 

under lower flow. However, this was not the case at Darley Beck and 

there were no physical barriers plus a reasonable amount of tree 

cover in the vicinity. Human and dog disturbance from the popular 

path adjacent might cause a minor issue during daylight hours.  

Fig 10. At SE 20484 60094, the confluence of Darley Beck on the RB presented no physical 

issues for fish passage although there were clear desire lines from the public footpath down 

to the water hinting at potential disturbance. 

U/s, there was immediate evidence of considerable quantities of 

gravel of appropriate size (10-40mm) for spawning, and in places it 

had accrued in discrete pockets associated with larger boulders or 

some laid willow (previously hinged by the club; Fig 11). However, 

there were also some more homogenous reaches, so more could be 

done to retain and sort the substrate to create optimal spawning 

habitat (Fig 12). 
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Fig 11. Appropriately sized gravel for spawning was immediately evident in Darley Beck, 

unsurprisingly associated with physical structure within the channel; here, willow previously 

laid by the club. 

Fig 12. A reach of more homogenous substrate u/s of the railway bridge which would benefit 

from introduction of structure to retain and sort gravel into optimal patches for spawning. 
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Tree cover was much more diverse in community composition and 

age structure along Darley Beck, clearly a function of the livestock 

exclusion fencing along both banks (Fig 13). Fine sediment was still 

evident within the channel though and potential diffuse sources 

should be investigated further u/s. Darley Beck appears to offer great 

potential for improving spawning and fry habitat, thereby increasing 

productivity for the wider Nidd population d/s. 

 
Fig 13. Toward the u/s limit, the LB was given over to pasture and the sward closely grazed, 

thereby removing any trailing cover along the bank and any chance of self-set regeneration 

of trees.   
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4.0 Recommendations 

The character of the Nidd and its tributaries has been shaped strongly 

by historic modification of the channel (realigning, dredging, 

damming and bunding) and ongoing land management. With 

changing rainfall patterns, this has led to rapid conveyance and 

excessive erosive power within the simplified channels resulting in a 

relative paucity of features. Gold standard to restore channel 

functionality and improve the wider ecology, as well as increase 

societal benefits, would be to break the channel free from this 

redundant legacy and allow it to re-engage with the floodplain more 

readily. This aspiration requires considerable buy-in from landowners 

and stakeholders but can be achieved given the right impetus.   

More accessible to and manageable for the club in the shorter term 

are the following recommendations: 

 

4.1 Slowing the flow 

This catchphrase applies almost everywhere but is clearly applicable 

on the Nidd and its tributaries. Obviously, there is a considerable area 

of catchment u/s of the HFF waters and well outside a direct sphere 

of influence but support for organisations like the Yorkshire Dales 

Rivers Trust that is instigating work to reduce conveyance, plant 

trees, tackle INNS etc, across the catchment is worthwhile. It would 

be worth engaging with the YDRT to explore avenues for mutual 

benefit. Hopefully, the work to improve flood storage capacity within 

Gouthwaite Reservoir being undertaken by Yorkshire Water at the 

time of reporting will contribute in coming years. 

Along HFF waters, engagement with some of the landowners, either 

directly or perhaps brokered via YDRT, to discuss small changes in 

management will also bring mutual benefits. For example, excluding 

livestock from within riparian buffer strips will reduce erosion of the 

banks and increase resilience, and will allow for natural regeneration 

of trees. Even very low density or infrequent access by stock has 

clearly been preventing natural regeneration. There are numerous 

funding streams available to help with the cost of flood-spec livestock 

exclusion fencing because of the environmental and flood risk 

benefits accrued.   

 

  

http://www.yorkshiredalesriverstrust.com/issues/invasive-non-native-species/
http://www.yorkshiredalesriverstrust.com/issues/invasive-non-native-species/
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4.2 Channel & riparian habitat 

To combat the overwhelming modified straightness of the channel, 

there is a desperate need to introduce some physical structure for the 

water to work against and around. It was notable throughout the 

walkover that despite relatively good cover from adjacent trees, the 

Nidd exhibited a typical Dales ‘one-tree-deep’ riparian zone. 

Retention of larger wood in the channel was scarce (eg Fig 5), despite 

a rich potential supply from previously coppiced alders and mature 

crack willow. Wood fall and associated habitat can be simulated by 

hinging pliant species (eg willow) or using tree-kickers by felling and 

tethering using appropriately rated cable back to the their living 

stump or adjacent trunks (Fig 14). In some instances, felled trunks 

can be wedged between the remaining upright trees and, provided 

the configuration of the anchors is suitable, effectively pinned in 

position using opposing forces. The latter is preferable where possible 

as it removes the need for cabling. 

Any activity like this requires careful planning and consent from 

landowner and the relevant authority (in this case, the Environment 

Agency for works on main river) but can be achieved relatively easily 

and cheaply. The idea is to work with the processes of the river, 

rather than against them, so identifying areas that will not take the 

brunt of spate flow and are already marginally depositional in 

character would be ideal. Any structure added at that point will likely 

encourage further deposition, thereby stabilising and consolidating 

the new feature. Working with previously coppiced, multi-stemmed 

trees is advantageous as the felling of one or two trunks does not 

alter significantly the aesthetic or shading function. The anchor point 

can also be protected by trunks on the u/s side. Coppicing tends to 

induce vigorous regrowth at the stump which again helps to diversify 

the canopy structure, create more low cover over the water and 

different niches for terrestrial invertebrates.  

Appropriately scaled, the use of large woody material would be 

beneficial within Darley Beck too, to focus and retain gravel in optimal 

condition and place for spawning habitat. The lowest reaches were 

fenced and hence protected so there was ample natural material to 

use to better effect. 
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Fig 14. Upper panel: goat willow hinged to provide low, trailing cover. Lower panel: a tree-

kicker, the trunk felled and cabled back to its stump as a living anchor point. Both of these 

examples were carried out on the R Washburn, a Wharfe tributary.  

 

4.3 Pollution 

Point source pollution is clearly an ongoing issue from Darley STW. 

All members (and indeed members of the public since the pollution is 

affecting an accessible and popular spot next to the footbridge) 

should be encouraged to report it via the Environment Agency 

National Incident Reporting Service (0800 80 70 60) and using the 

NGR given here in the report: SE 21206 59695.  

Reports should be made by individuals, not the club, and repeatedly 

each time it is noted. Critical mass needs to be achieved for the 
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system to trigger a response. Also ensure that an incident reference 

number as well as feedback is requested. 

Diffuse pollution sources from silt / soil ingress was apparent 

wherever sheep had unfettered access to the bank, particularly 

notable on the LB of the Nidd. Fines were also apparent in Darley 

Beck, and noted in the Nidd Catchment Plan. It would be worth 

engaging with YDRT to ascertain whether any farm visits or fencing 

schemes to protect watercourses further are planned for the locality. 

 

 4.4 Fish passage 

Despite the plethora of weirs on the Nidd, the HFF waters are 

remarkably free. Unrestricted passage both u/s & d/s is beneficial 

even for river-resident fish for numerous reasons: to access better 

spawning sites, for seasonal feeding resources, or to redistribute 

following spate, drought or pollution events. Hence, the wider Nidd 

populations of fish would be healthier and more resilient. It makes 

sense then for the club to push for and/or support any catchment-

wide improvements. The local EA Fisheries Officer should be the first 

port of call. 
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5.0 Making it Happen 

The WTT may be able to offer further assistance:  

 

• WTT Project Proposal - Further to this report, the WTT can devise 

a more detailed project proposal report. This would usually detail 

the next steps to take and highlight specific areas for work, with 

the report forming part of a flood defence consent application.  

 

• WTT Practical Visit - Where recipients are in need of assistance to 

carry out the kind of improvements highlighted in an advisory visit 

report, there is the possibility of WTT staff conducting a practical 

visit. This would consist of 1-3 days’ work, with a WTT 

Conservation Officer teaming up with interested parties to 

demonstrate the habitat enhancement methods described above. 

The recipient would be asked to contribute reasonable travel and 

subsistence costs of the WTT Officer. This service is in high 

demand and so may not always be possible. 

 

• WTT Fundraising advice - Help and advice on how to raise funds 

for habitat improvement work can be found on the WTT website - 

www.wildtrout.org/content/project-funding 

 

In addition, the WTT website library has a wide range of free materials 

in video and PDF format on habitat management and improvement: 

http://www.wildtrout.org/content/index  
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7.0 Disclaimer 

This report is produced for guidance only; no liability or responsibility 

for any loss or damage can be accepted by the Wild Trout Trust as a 

result of any other person, company or organisation acting, or 

refraining from acting, upon guidance made in this report. 

http://www.wildtrout.org/content/project-funding
http://www.wildtrout.org/content/index

